Experienced PCB Designer wanted for consultant agency
This is your opportunity to take advantage of all your technical skills within PCB layout, as you will be
working on projects with some of the leading electronics manufacturers in Denmark and Europe. At
Wise Choice Consulting ApS we create unique solutions based on customer needs and wishes, and
you will become part of a highly skilled team of PCB design colleagues.

The job
We are looking for a Senior PCB Designer for our team in Aalborg. Our designers work individually
or in close cooperation on various customer projects, where they, in agreement with the customer,
perform tasks within e.g. component/footprint design, PCB layout, as well as test and simulation of
layouts.
You will be working in some of the world’s most known design tools for electronics development
(e.g. Cadence, Altium or PADS), but if you have experience with other ECAD tools, this can also be
applied.
Your work will include layout of circuits from a broad spectrum of applications including RF
microstrip, digital high-speed, analog, and digital audio, power supplies and many other exciting
applications.
Also, depending on your skills and experience, your work might include signal simulation,
power/heat distribution simulations.

Your profile
You probably hold a relevant degree (professional or academic) in electronics. More importantly,
you have some years of experience with PCB design work. We therefore hope you have some
knowledge within the following:



Experience with Cadence Allegro and/or other ECAD tools
Knowledge of IPC and DFx (perhaps even an IPC CID certification, not required)

You are motivated by creating brilliant designs that meet the customers' requirements and you
want to make a difference for the customers.

Furthermore, you…



Work independently – take responsibility for customer dialogue and task
Have a high drive and can work on multiple projects at the same time and
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Thrive in an environment with deadlines
Are strong at planning your own workday
Are quality oriented with an eye for details
Are fluent in English on a high level to accommodate international colleagues as well as
multilingual collaborations with some customers

We offer
At Wise Choice you will get an exciting job with collaborations with some of Denmark’s and Europe’s
largest electronics manufacturers. This gives a unique opportunity to utilize your deep skill set and
even expand it.
You will be part of a highly qualified team of colleagues in a newly started and healthy organization,
that is still undergoing exponential expansion. You will work in a flexible work environment, where
e.g. needs for working from home are taken into account, but at the same time also prioritizes
collegial time together and professional collaborations.
You are also offered an attractive salary package that matches your qualifications, including a
pension agreement and comprehensive health insurance.

About Wise Choice Consulting ApS
Wise Choice Consulting is consulting agency within specialized PCB design, simulation and
component service. The company was established in 2019 and holds today 7 employees, whereof
five of them are PCB engineers and two work with sales and marketing.
Wise Choice’ has headquarters in Allerød and a satellite office in Aalborg. This position is for the
office in Aalborg.
Wise Choice is a growing company in a market where there is a great need for professional
consulting services. Therefore, there are ambitions to grow both in customer database, projects,
and employees over the coming years.

Application and deadline
Send your application and CV to info@wisechoice.dk
With any questions regarding the position, please contact Steen Grøndahl via e-mail
skg@wisechoice.dk or phone +45 30 25 47 86.
We want to hire as soon as possible, so don’t hesitate to send in your application.
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